
Learning Evaluation Basics

Levels of Measurement



Some Evaluation Basics

 Volume metrics
 May be called Indicators or Level 0
 Examples: number of participants, number of 

courses

 Level 1-4
 From Don Kirkpatrick
 Satisfaction, Knowledge, Application, Impact

 Level 5
 From Jack Phillips
 ROI
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Level 0: Volume Metrics

 Most basic type of measure

 Number of participants, courses, hours

 Nuances

 Unique vs total participants

 Costs are an important Level 0 measure

 So are completion dates

 Be sure to capture all necessary level 0 
measures
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Level 1: Reaction or 
Satisfaction

 Measures satisfaction with learning

 By survey immediately following class

 Typical questions
 Was it relevant to your work?

 Can you apply what you learned?

 Would you recommend this course to others?

 How would you rate the instructor?

 Usually applied to all courses
 Not necessarily all participants
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Level 2: Acquisition or 
Transfer of Knowledge

 Measures transfer of knowledge: did you 
learn?

 By test as you take the course or at 
completion
 Sponsor or SME has set  the passing score

 May be automated

 Use depends on nature of the learning
 Appropriate whenever participant is expected to 

retain specific content: compliance, etc

 Affords legal protection
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Level 3: Application

 Measures application of learning
 By survey, sample, focus group or observation

 Often 3-6 months after completion

 Questions may include
 Describe one thing you are doing differently as a result of 

the course you took.

 Observations may include
 How many workers have adopted the recommended 

behavior?

 Should be done for all key programs, often with Level 
4 and 5
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Level 4: Impact

 Measures the impact of learning
 Metric is usually one that is already reported 

regularly. Examples
 Number of injuries
 Leadership score on Employee Engagement survey
 Market share

 May need to estimate or isolate learning’s 
contribution to overall impact
 Usually done in conjunction with Level 3 on same group

 Should be done for all key programs
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The Issue of Isolating 
Learning’s Impact 

 Usually there are  other factors besides learning that 
contribute to achievement of the goal (say sales up 
10%)

 Step 1: Estimate the impact due just to learning 
(40% of the 10%)

 Step 2: Adjust for the confidence level (80% 
confident that training was responsible for 40% of 
the increase): 80% x 40% = 32%

 So, training contributed 32% of the 10% sales 
increase or 3.2% higher sales
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Level 5: ROI

 Measures the Return on Investment (ROI) 
and Net Dollar Benefit from learning

 Assigns dollar benefits to the impact of 
learning and then compares the benefits to 
the costs

 Input from Level 4 Evaluation

 Strongly recommended for high impact, high 
cost programs
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ROI Example

 Say Level 4 impact was 30% reduction in injuries

 Your safety engineers tell you the value of the 30% 
reduction is $250,000 (Gross benefit)

 Net benefit = Gross benefit – Total cost of training

 If training cost was $150,000

 Then Net benefit = $250,000 - $150,000 = $100,000

 ROI = Net benefit / Total cost 

 = $100,000 / $150,000 = 67%                                               
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